Abstract-This paper revises the conditions under which the translinear principle can be fully exploited for MOS transistors operating in subthreshold. Due to the exponential nature of subthreshold MOS transistors, the translinear principle applies immediately as long as the source-to-bulk voltages are made equal to zero (or constant). This paper addresses the conditions under which subthreshold MOS transistors still satisfy a translinear principle, but without imposing this constraint on all VBS voltages. It is found that the translinear principle results in a more general formulation than the originally found for BJT's since now multiple translinear loops can be involved. The constraint of an even number of transistors is no longer necessary. Some corollaries are stated as well and, finally, it is shown how to use the theorem for subthreshold MOS transistors operated in the ohmic regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE translinear principle, introduced by Gilbert in 1975 [1] , is one of the most important circuit theory contributions in the electronics era. In its original formulation, the translinear principle provides a simple and efficient way to analyze and synthesize nonlinear circuits based on bipolar junction transistors (BJT's). Due to their exponential characteristics, the translinear principle can be extended to MOS transistors operating in weak inversion [2] , [3] without or with floating-gate devices [4] . For MOS transistors operating above threshold there has also been found a similar way to analyze and synthesize nonlinear circuits [5] .
For bipolar transistors one practical problem that may require some attention when applying the translinear principle is the nonzero base current [6] . In contrast, the translinear principle holds for MOS subthreshold transistors in an exact manner if source and bulk are short circuited. However, it has been found that the principle holds as well in an exact manner under different circumstances [2] - [3] , although a general subthreshold MOS translinear theorem has not been devised until now. In this paper we provide this general theorem and outline the conditions under which subthreshold Manuscript received October 8, 1997; revised May 11, 1999 . This work was supported in part by the ONR under Grant N00014-95-1-0409. This paper was recommended by Associate Editor V. P. Villar.
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MOS transistors, viewed as four terminal devices, satisfy a general translinear principle. The operation of a subthreshold MOS can be described by the following equation [2] , [7] - [9] : (1) where is the thermal voltage, is a positive constant current, is the transistor size factor ( where is transistor width and is its length), and is a technology-dependent positive parameter. This equation holds true as long as (2) where is the device's flat-band voltage [10] . Voltage can take either positive or negative values as long as the parallel PN diode junction is biased below its forward conduction threshold voltage. Parameter is known to have a slight dependency on voltage [2] . However, in this paper we will assume to be constant, which is a reasonable assumption if care is taken to make the voltages similar for all transistors.
For operation in saturation, (1) can be simplified to (3) and can be rewritten as (4) where (a normalized current) is transistor current normalized with respect to transistor size factor and are dimensionless numbers called pseudo-currents and equal to (5) II. ORIGINAL TRANSLINEAR THEOREM APPLIED TO SUBTHRESHOLD MOS TRANSISTORS Let us use the symbol in Fig. 1 to represent a weak-inversion MOS in saturation. Let us call the path that goes from the gate terminal to the source terminal the branch (or gate branch), and the path that goes from the bulk terminal to terminal the branch (or bulk branch). We are using a diode-like symbol to represent the exponential relationship between the voltage of the branch and the current flowing out of the device and a capacitive-like termination to each diode symbol to represent the capacitive coupling nature of the gate 1057-7122/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE and bulk terminals. If (or constant) there is an exact exponential relationship between and [see (3) ] and the original BJT translinear formulation can be directly and exactly applied (see Fig. 2 
):
Theorem 1: In a closed loop containing an equal number of oppositely connected translinear elements, the product of the normalized currents in the elements connected in the clockwise (CW) direction is equal to the corresponding product for elements connected in the counterclockwise (CCW) direction.
Proof: In a loop, the sum of branch voltages adds to zero. Since voltages of CW-oriented junctions have opposite sign than those of CCW-oriented junctions, the following holds: (6) Since for all subthreshold MOS transistors, using (3) in (6) yields (7) Since tthe number of CW-oriented devices is equal to the CCW-oriented ones, the coefficients in (7) cancel out, thus resulting in (8) Fig. 2 illustrates this Theorem. In Fig. 2 (a) a loop with six -branches is represented. The -branches are not shown because their terminals are short circuited together and, consequently, have no effect on the circuit behavior. Fig. 2(b) shows the same circuit, but using the MOS transistor symbol to represent the devices.
III. GENERALIZED TRANSLINEAR THEOREM
FOR SUBTHRESHOLD MOS TRANSISTORS In this section, we will consider the conditions under which translinear principles can be applied to circuits with subthreshold MOS transistors, but without imposing the constraint of making
We will introduce first some preliminary theorems and definitions and then state and prove the generalized translinear theorem for subthreshold MOS devices. Afterwards, a few examples will illustrate the theorem.
The first concepts to be introduced are loop and loop. A loop (or gate loop) is a closed loop of branches, and a loop (or bulk loop) is a closed loop of branches. For these loops we can state translinear theorems for their pseudocurrents.
Theorem 2: In a loop containing an arbitrary number of branches, the product of pseudocurrents of branches connected in the CW direction is equal to the corresponding product for branches connected in the CCW direction.
Proof: the branch voltages of a loop satisfy (9) Applying the first equation of (5) in (9) yields (10) Note that since pseudocurrents are dimensionless entities, we can have an arbitrary number of branches oriented CW and another arbitrary number of branches oriented CCW [as opposed to the case of (7)]. A completely equivalent theorem holds directly for loops. Up to now, things are similar to classical translinear loops, except that an arbitrary number of branches are allowed. However, the presence of two exponential branch voltages in (3) is what makes subthreshold MOS translinear loops more general and complicated than the classical ones. A first consequence of this fact is the following concept of coupled loops.
Definition 1: Two loops are said to be coupled if at least one MOS device of the first loop and at least one other different device of the second loop share their respective branches in a common loop. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Devices 1-3-5 form a loop and devices 2-4-6 form another loop. However, devices 1-2-3-4 form a loop, thus causing the previous two loops to be coupled through the branches of devices 1-2-3-4.
An equivalent definition applies for coupled loops. Note that two loops may have a common branch without being necessarily coupled loops. In the example of Fig. 3 , we can write for the two loops (11) where all pseudocurrents have cancelled out by applying Theorem 2. However, due to loop 1-2-3-4,
which introduces a coupling between the two equations in (11), and makes loops 1-3-5 and 2-4-6 to be coupled loops. When devices form multiple touching loops it is not clear which ones to choose or how many to choose. For example, in Fig. 4 one can choose loops 1-2-3-6, 6-7, and 2-4-5. But why not consider 1-3-4-5-6, 6-7, and 2-4-5 or 1-3-4-5-7 and 1-2-3-6. One can try all possible options as long as one chooses a set of nonredundant (NR) loops:
Definition 2: A set of loops is said to be NR if the sum of branch voltages of any loop cannot be expressed as a linear combination of the sum of branch voltages of other loops in the set.
For example, in Fig. 4 , for loops 1-2-3-6, 2-4-5, and 1-3-4-5-6 their respective sums of branch voltages are (13) Fig. 4 . Illustration of the G-order concept. Devices 1-2-3-6 form a G loop which is coupled to the G loop formed by devices 2-4-5 because devices 1-2-3-4 form a B loop. Devices 1-2-3-4-5-6 form a closed translinear set and so do devices 6 and 7. Device 2 has a G order of n G2 = 2 because its G branch belongs to two G loops of the same closed translinear set. All other devices have G order one. Any of these three equations can be expressed as a linear combination of the other two. Thus, the three loops do not form an NR set of loops. However, any two of these three loops do form an NR set of loops. The fact that subthreshold MOS transistors can form coupled loops, yields naturally to the following concept of the closed translinear set (CTS).
Definition 3: Given a set of MOS devices, and once an NR set of loops has been chosen, a CTS is a set of devices such that all loops they form are only coupled among themselves, but are not coupled to loops where branches of other devices (not belonging to the CTS) are present. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Let us select the NR set of loops 1-2-3-7, 4-5-6, and 7-8 and the NR set of loops 1-2-3-4-5-6, 7, and 8. loops 1-2-3-7 and 4-5-6 are coupled because there are branches of devices of both loops that are shared in the common loop 1-2-3-4-5-6. The two loops, 1-2-3-7 and 4-5-6, and the two loops, 1-2-3-4-5-6 and 7, are not coupled to other loops (neither are loop 7-8 nor loop 8), thus, (for the chosen NR set of loops) devices 1-2-3-4-5-6-7 form a CTS. On the other hand, neither loop 7-8 nor -loops 7 and 8 are coupled to any other loop. Therefore, devices 7-8 form another CTS.
When working with multiple loops and loops, with some of them being coupled, it is not very convenient to classify each branch as being CW or CCW oriented, as will become apparent later. Let us instead classify all branches into two orientation groups, the wise oriented branches and the wise oriented branches. Two branches are classified into the same group (either the wise or the wise) if they appear in the same loop with the same orientation. On the contrary, two branches are classified, each into a different group (one into the wise, the other into the wise) if they appear in the same loop with opposite orientation. Note that, now, a CW branch in one loop and a CCW branch in another loop can be classified into the same wise or wise group. If a branch is short circuited, it forms a one-branch loop and can be classified as either wise or wise.
Another concept that is useful for stating the generalized translinear subthreshold MOS theorem is that of order and order of a MOS device in a CTS.
Definition 4:
Once an NR set of loops has been chosen, a subthreshold MOS transistor which is part of a CTS is said to have a order of value if its branch belongs to loops of the given CTS.
An equivalent definition of the order can be stated for loops. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Let us choose the NR set of loops 1-2-3-6, 2-4-5, and 6-7 and of loops 1-2-3-4, 5, 6, and 7.
loops 1-2-3-6 and 2-4-5 are coupled because devices 1-2-3-4 form a loop. There are no other couplings among the chosen loops. Consequently, devices 1-2-3-4-5-6 form a CTS which consists of loops 1-2-3-6 and 2-4-5 and loops 1-2-3-4, 5, and 6. Devices 6 and 7 form one loop (6-7) and two loops (6 and 7) which are not coupled to any other loop. Therefore, devices 6 and 7 form another CTS. MOS device 2 has order because its branch appears in two loops of the same CTS. MOS device 6 does not have order two because, although its branch belongs to two different loops, these two loops do not belong to the same CTS. All MOS devices have order one because their branches appear only in one loop.
When a branch has order greater than one, it belongs to more than one loop of the same CTS. In such cases it is possible that the branch be classified as wise in some loops and as wise in other loops. Under these circumstances, it is convenient to divide its order into two parts (14) where (let us call it -order) denotes the number of times this branch is classified as wise in a CTS and (let us call it -order) denotes the times it is classified as wise in the CTS. Similarly, for branches, the order can be separated into the -order and the -order
Using the concepts and preliminary theorems introduced until now, it is possible to state and prove the generalized translinear theorem for subthreshold MOS transistors 1 : Theorem 3: Given a set of subthreshold MOS devices and choosing for them a set of NR loops and loops, for each CTS the following can be stated.
If it is possible to find an and wise classification of their loops and loops such that the following pertains. a) The sum of -orders equals the sum of -orders (15) b) Every time a device's branch is classified as wise in a loop, its branch can be classified as wise in some loop, and every time a device's branch is classified as wise in a loop, its branch can be classified as wise in some loop. Then, the product of normalized currents raised to the power of their -order of all transistors in the CTS whose branches have been classified wise equals the product of normalized currents raised to the power of their -order of all transistors whose branches have been classified wise.
Proof: For each loop in the CTS, the following holds (as we know from Theorem 2):
Since this is true for every single loop we can multiply these equations for the chosen set of NR loops and their product will still be equal to unity (17) Furthermore, we can raise it to the power of and it still will be equal to unity (18) 1 The theorem will be stated using G branches as primary branches and making B branches depend on them. However, because of the symmetry between G branches and B branches [due to the symmetry between V GS and V BS voltages as (3)], the theorem can be stated, as well, by interchanging G branches and Bbranches.
Note that, since the devices form a CTS, all branches will be present and no branch of another CTS appears. Consequently, (18) includes all branches of the CTS and only the branches of this CTS. Equivalently, the same can be stated for all loops (19) but raising now to the power of for convenience. Note that, due to statement b) in Theorem 3, every time a device has its pseudocurrent in the numerator of (18), its pseudocurrent will also appear in the numerator of (19) and both will appear times. And the same holds for pseudocurrents in the denominators of (18) On the other hand, due to statement a) in the theorem, the following is satisfied:
By multiplying (21) and (22) and using (4) we obtain (23) which concludes the proof of the generalized subthreshold MOS translinear theorem.
In the remaining of this section this theorem will be illustrated with a few examples. Consider the circuit of Fig. 6 , where we can choose the two NR loops 1-2-3 and 4-5-6 and the two NR loops 2-6 and 1-3-4-5. The two loops are coupled through each of the two loops. Hence, all devices in Fig. 6 form a unique CTS. Table I shows a possible or wise classification of the branches. Columndenotes MOS devices whose branch has been classified wise, column -those whose branch has been classified wise. Similarly, columns -and -do the same for branches. The dashed lines in Table I encircle those devices in a common loop. In Table I , the classification is such that when a device appears under -, it also appears under -and if it appears under -, it also appears under -, therefore, satisfying the requirement of condition b) in Theorem 3. Since each or branch has order one (it appears only in one loop), Table I reveals that the sum of -orders is equal to the sum of -orders (and the sum of -orders is equal to the sum of -orders). Consequently, condition a) of Theorem 3 is also satisfied. Therefore, applying Theorem 3 results in (24) For illustration purposes, let us now write the current equation for each transistor as follows. If a branch is connected wise, we write its equation as in (4), but if its branch is connected wise we invert both sides of the equation 
Consequently, by multiplying all equations in (25), (24) is obtained. Note that the generalized theorem imposes a topological constraint in the way the loops and loops are formed. This topological constraint is visualized in Table I , where devices under -must also be under -and devices under -must also be under -A particular bias arrangement for the circuit in Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 7 , which applies the following constraints to (24) for equally sized transistors:
(28) In this example, all branches have order and order equal to one because device branches were not present in more than one loop. The example in Fig. 8 illustrates Theorem 3 for the case in which one of the devices has and order greater than one. Let us choose the NR set of loops 1-3-4-5 and 1-2. On the other hand, devices 2-3 form a loop, 2 while the branches of devices 1, 4, and 5 form three single-branch loops. Consequently, branches of devices 1, 4, and 5 can be classified as wise or wise as many times as needed. In such a case, it needs to be insured that the positive V BS voltage is kept below the threshold voltage of the diode P N junction between source and bulk. 3 Note that the pseudocurrent of such a branch is equal to unity and can be Table II shows how and branches of the topology in Fig. 8(a) can be classified as wise and wise. In loop 2-3 branches of devices 2 and 3 are oriented in the same direction, therefore they must appear under the same column in Table II . Let us put them under -Then, for loop 1-3-4-5, device 3 should appear under -and for loop 1-2, device 2 should appear under -as well. Devices 1, 4, and 5 fill the spaces needed in Table II under column to fulfill the conditions of Theorem 3. Consequently, the following equality arbitrarily added to the numerator or denominator of (23) as many times as desired.
will be satisfied:
A possible bias arrangement for this circuit is shown in Fig. 8(c) where, for equally sized transistors, the following constraints are applied:
This together with (30) forces to solve the following second-order polynomial:
Note that, with the generalized subthreshold MOS translinear theorem, the number of devices does not have to be an even number, as opposed to the traditional translinear theorem. In Fig. 7 there is an even number of transistors, while in Fig. 8 there is an odd number.
IV. COROLLARIES FOR THE GENERALIZED SUBTHRESHOLD MOS TRANSLINEAR THEOREM
A set of immediate corollaries follow from the generalized subthreshold MOS translinear theorem: Corollary 1: It is possible to have an exact translinear subthreshold behavior in a single loop with all transistor bulks connected to the same terminal if the transistors share their sources pairwise and the branches form loops of even numbers, half of them connected CW and the other half CCW.
This was anticipated by Vittoz [3] and is illustrated in Fig. 9(a) . Devices 1-2-3-4-5-6 form a CTS and so do devices 6-7. For each CTS their branches and branches can be classified and wise, as is shown, respectively, in Tables III  and IV A particular bias arrangement is shown in Fig. 9(b) , which imposes the following constraints for equally sized transistors:
(34) which, together with (33), make current solve the following second-order polynomial 
V. EXTENSION TO OHMIC OPERATION
As suggested in [2] , the translinear principle for subthreshold MOS in saturation is directly extendable to the ohmic region by noting that, from (1), one can obtain the following:
Under these circumstances, the symbol in Fig. 10 can be used to build (or analyze) circuit diagrams. The symbol indicates that the fictitious current flowing out of terminal is exponentially controlled by and , while fictitious current flowing out of terminal is exponentially controlled by voltages and , as given by (36). In this case, however, fictitious currents and need to be eliminated by using and another circuit constraint where is the physical current (normalized to size factor ) that flows from the drain terminal to the source terminal. Now the device has two branches, which will be called the branch and branch, and two branches, which will be called the branch and branch. The new and branches can be treated like the previous branches, and the new and branches as the previous branches. As an example, consider the circuit in Fig. 11(a) , which was introduced by Delbrück in 1991 [11] . All transistors operate in saturation except Consequently, all transistors can be represented by the symbol in Fig. 1 except for , which TABLE V   TABLE VI has to be represented by the symbol in Fig. 10 . The resulting translinear symbol representation is shown in Fig. 11(b) . In this figure, the branches of devices 1, 4 and are not shown because both their terminals are connected to ground. In Fig. 11(b) we can choose the two NR loops 1-2f and 4-3-2r-2f, and loop 3-2r, which form two CTS's (4-3-2r-2f and 1-2f). For each of them, a possible and wise classification table can be filled out, as shown in Tables V and VI VI. CONCLUSIONS A general translinear principle for analyzing and searching new circuit topologies for subthreshold MOS transistors is provided. This principle takes into account the presence of the bulk terminal and provides the topological conditions under which subthreshold MOS devices satisfy translinear relations in an exact manner, without having to short circuit bulk and source terminals of all transistors. Several corollaries are derived from the generalized subthreshold MOS translinear theorem. Finally, it is also shown how the principle can be extended to subthreshold MOS transistors operating in ohmic region.
